Library is a source for knowledge because there is a lot of book and non-book knowledge source in there, that makes library become an important asset in education. But in this developing country, it is not those thing that happened. There is still a lot of people that doesn’t have enough knowledge because their willing to read are still minimum. Therefore, it has been certain for a country if the people have no sensitivity to the knowledge development, that country will have a trouble to develop into a better stage.

“REDESIGN EAST JAVA PROVINCE LIBRARY” is an action to make East Java Province Library become more than just a place for books, journals, reading materials, audio visuals and other supporting facilities that connected, to be a place where people can enjoy the knowledge that can be accessed quickly and precisely as a recreative and fun activity.

According to the theme, Harry Potter, that represent entertainment element that have a strong connection with reading world, this object gives balmy impression and situation and amuses so that public will be interested, and makes library as one center public activity in Surabaya and around it, and expected this object is able to educate nation life. Form that created at the object is a composition from explanation of Harry Potter character as a theme of the building.

This project is expected to be an architecture masterpiece that figure depicting image about unique building and applies unordinary architectural element elements, so that cause can generate an appreciation from all public.